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ABSTRACT: The analytical, full-dimensional, and global representation of the potential energy
surface of NH3 in the lowest adiabatic electronic state developed previously (Marquardt, R.; et al.
J. Phys. Chem. B 2005, 109, 8439−8451) is improved by adjustment of parameters to an enlarged
set of electronic energies from ab initio calculations using the coupled cluster method with single and
double substitutions and a perturbative treatment of connected triple excitations (CCSD(T)) and the
method of multireference configuration interaction (MRCI). CCSD(T) data were obtained from an
extrapolation of aug-cc-pVXZ results to the basis set limit (CBS), as described in a previous work
(Yurchenko, S.N.; et al. J. Chem. Phys 2005, 123, 134308); they cover the region around the NH3
equilibrium structures up to 20 000 hc cm−1. MRCI energies were computed using the aug-cc-pVQZ
basis to describe both low lying singlet dissociation channels. Adjustment was performed simultaneously to energies obtained from the
different ab initio methods using a merging strategy that includes 10 000 geometries at the CCSD(T) level and 500 geometries at the
MRCI level. Characteristic features of this improved representation are NH3 equilibrium geometry req(NH3) ≈ 101.28 pm, αeq(NH3) ≈
107.03°, the inversion barrier at rinv(NH3) ≈ 99.88 pm and 1774 hc cm−1 above the NH3 minimum, and dissociation channel energies
41 051 hc cm−1 (for NH3 → (2B2)NH2 + (2S1/2)H) and 38 450 hc cm−1 (for NH3 → (3Σ−)NH +(1Σg

+)H2); the average agreement
between calculated and experimental vibrational line positions is 11 cm−1 for 14N1H3 in the spectral region up to 5000 cm

−1. A survey of
our current knowledge on the vibrational spectroscopy of ammonia and its isotopomers is also given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional, analytical representations of potential energy
surfaces (PES) are ideally useful to understand the often complex
structure and dynamics of polyatomic molecules. Currently,
representations are based on multivariate interpolation ap-
proaches, multidimensional polynomial expansions, and specially
devised, analytical functional forms (see refs 1−5 and references

cited therein). Interpolation methods give exact representations
of the original ab initio data used to determine the PES, while
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polynomial or other analytical functional forms may be used
within a least-squares fitting algorithm to adjust the representa-
tion either to ab initio data of the PES or to experimentally
available, derived properties of the PES, such as the position of
spectral lines, transition intensities, reactive scattering cross-
sections or thermochemical data. Sometimes both ab initio and
experimental data are used together to develop realistic analytical
representations, such as for methane,5−8 hydrogen peroxide,9

water,10 (HF)2,
11−13 and ammonia, in particular.14−17

Of particular interest are global analytical representations of
PES that are defined in the entire configuration space because
such representations can be used to describe both small and large
amplitude motions of atoms within a one-piece modeling of the
adiabatic interactions of atoms in molecules. Such representa-
tions may for instance be derived from accurate, high-resolution
spectroscopic data and may provide a similarly accurate basis for
quantum dynamical calculations of scattering processes. The
derivation of realistic, global analytical representations of PES has
become a somewhat standard procedure for molecular systems
up to three atoms,10,18−21 but it is considerably more difficult for
systems with more than three atoms, where more than one
valence bond angle exists, and realistic representations of this
kind are consequently rare. A few examples of global analytical
representations for covalently bonded tetra- to hexa-atomic
molecules have been developed in the last years,7,8,22,23 among
which we wish to emphasize here the work of J. M. Bowman and
his group.4,24−28

Key characteristic elements of appropriate global analytical
representations of PES are the robustness to small changes of
parameter values, the f lexibility in describing a large set of data
originating from quite different sources, and the compactness, i.e.,
the property of depending on a rather small number of
parameters, while offering a satisfactory degree of flexibility. An
example for a global PES representation that (almost) satisfies these
criteria is theMorse potential for a diatomicmolecule.29Our previous
work onmethane7,8 and ammonia PES22 provides examples of rather
compact representations of PES for polyatomic molecules.
Describing the adiabatic ground state PES of ammonia

analytically has the additional difficulty imposed by the existence
of a conical intersection seam for planar ammonia molecules in
the region of the single bond dissociation channels

→ +NH (A ) NH ( B ) H( S )3
1

1 2
2

1
2

(1/2) (1)

and

→ +NH ( A ) NH ( A ) H( S )3
1

1 2
2

1
2

(1/2) (2)

The X̃1A1 state of NH3 correlates diabatically with the
energetically higher 2A1 state of NH2 in eq 2, whereas the first
excited singlet state (Ã1A2″) of ammonia correlates diabatically
with the 2B1 channel. An analytical representation of a single
adiabatic PES sheet in the conical intersection seam is strictly
impossible because of the occurrence of cusp singularities.
Studies on the four-dimensional conical intersection seam of
ammonia and the nonadiabatic couplings have been re-
ported.30−32 In refs 31 and 33, a two-sheet analytical
representation of the lowest adiabatic electronic states of
ammonia is derived from a direct calculation of diabatic states.
In ref 34, a three-sheet analytical representation for the ammonia
cation is deduced from a different diabatization ansatz. Recent
reports address new representations for the diabatic X̃ and Ã
states of ammonia32 and a potential energy representation for the
first excited triplet state from a double many-body expansion.35

Following our previous work, we adopt here the point of view
that adiabatic or diabatic representations of molecular states
including both nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom are
anyway inappropriate representations of molecular eigenstates in
regions close to conical intersection seams and that the nuclei will
move on the lowest adiabatic PES, while approaching to and
departing from the regions defining a conical intersection,
whenever their kinetic energy is sufficiently small compared to
the coupling energy given by the nonadiabatic terms neglected in
the Born−Oppenheimer approximation or other neglected
coupling terms. For instance, while nonadiabatic terms vanish by
symmetry at planar geometries of ammonia,31 additional couplings
arising from spin−orbit interactionmight be important, due to the
vicinity of the spin-forbidden reaction channel

→ Σ + Σ− +NH ( A ) NH( ) H ( )3
1

1
3

2
1

g (3)

which is actually the lowest dissociation channel of ammonia. We
therefore describe the lowest adiabatic PES of ammonia with a
single-valued analytical representation. Within such a representa-
tion, the region pertaining to a conical intersection is modeled with
smooth functions, rather than cusps. Those functions might give
rise to local maxima in low-dimensional sections of the potential
energy hypersurface. This is in contrast to diabatic representations,
whichwill behave rathermonotonically in the regions pertaining to
conical intersection seams. The latter are, when used as single-
valued representations of the potential energy surfaces, poor
representations of the spectroscopic states in regions that are
distant from conical intersection seams. As we consider in this
work single-valued representations that should also be appropriate
for the spectroscopy of all reactants and products in all reaction
channels, we use the adiabatic representation.
In a previous work,22 a PES called AMMPOT2 was obtained

from ab initio data obtained at the CASPT2 level. While the
overall agreement with experimental results is qualitatively
satisfactory for AMMPOT2, it is less good quantitatively. An
improvement could be achieved by using ab initio data obtained
at a higher level of theory. Very accurate data for ammonia have
become available at the ic-ACPF36 and the CCSD(T) level, the
latter at the basis set limit.37−40 These data were used to set up
PES representations for ammonia. For the CCSD(T) data, these
representations are locally defined around the two pyramidal
minimum structures by means of polynomial expansions. Those
representations were used to calculate vibrational term values
and transition dipole moments that agree very well with
experimental data from high resolution spectroscopy. The high
accuracy of the theoretical vibrational term values is related to the
high level of flexibility of the polynomial representations, which
allow them to describe extremely well data from highly accurate
ab initio calculations; this is the great advantage of using
polynomial expressions. It should be noted that, despite the
accuracy of the calculations, which include even nonadiabatic
corrections,16 the currently best available representations of the
potential energy surfaces of ammonia make use of an experimental
refinement during the adjustment of parameters.14,16,17 Important
drawbacks of polynomial expansions are, first, that they are not
global because the CCSD(T) data, for example, have a local
definition range: it was shown22 that indeed the data from ref 38
correlate asymptotically with the 2A1 channel. Second, those
representations are not sufficiently compact because of the rather
long polynomial expansion used.
In the present work, we explore the possibility of combining

the highly accurate data available at the CCSD(T) level with
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accurate data obtained byMRCI calculations that account for the
change of electronic configuration along the dissociation
channels. The idea is to follow a merging strategy of ab initio
data in order to build up a single set of energy data points that can
be used to fit a global, yet accurate PES for ammonia.
We present a new, global, and compact representation of the

PES for the adiabatic ground state of ammonia. The repre-
sentation is further analyzed with respect to its key topographical
properties, and vibrational eigenstates up to 10 000 cm−1 are
determined from a full-dimensional variational calculation.
Results are discussed in relation to the thermochemistry and
spectroscopy of ammonia. Comparison is made with results
obtained in previous work on the PES and spectroscopy of
ammonia.14,16,17,36−39,41−43 In particular, we give an overview of
current state-of-the-art experimental and theoretical vibrational
spectroscopic data including transition line positions and cross-
sections up to 15 000 cm−1 for ammonia and transition line
positions up to 5000 cm−1 for some isotopomers. It should be
noted that, despite its rather good flexibility, the analytical
function developed in this work cannot compete with
polynomial representations such as in refs 36 and 38 in terms
of accuracy in the prediction of ro-vibrational term values. The
latter can nevertheless be described well enough to guarantee a
physically sound description of complete reactive processes
occurring on the potential energy surface.
In order to label the different PES representations discussed

in this article, acronyms are used as defined in ref 22. In
addition, we discuss results from ref 36 as well as refs 16 and 43,
which are given the acronyms HSL-0 and HSL-2 PES, respectively,
as well as results from the evaluation of the CBS**4 PES
representation from ref 38, which is called YZLJT PES here.
Figure 1 shows a picture of NH3 with the coordinate definitions
used in this work.

2. THEORY
2.1. Ab Initio Calculations. The CCSD(T) calculations

were performed with the MOLPRO 2002.3 program package.44

Details of these calculations are reported in refs 37 and 38.
All the MRCI calculations were newly performed in the

present work using the 2002.6 version of MOLPRO. Default
parameters were generally used for the MOLPRO parameters, with
the following exceptions: the SCF accuracy parameter was increased
to 12, the energy convergence criterion for CAS and MRCI
calculations was 1.0× 10−10 Eh, and the PNORMparameter was set
to 10−14 to obtain a smooth dissociation for eq 1.
2.1.1. CCSD(T). The low energy ab initio data of the PES used

in the present work was described previously in ref 37. This
surface has also been extended to cover a large region up to

20 000 cm−1 in a later work.38 We have selected a subset of the
CCSD(T) ab initio energies from ref 38, which are labeled
CBS**.
This numerical PES is evaluated at the complete basis set

(CBS) extrapolation level of theory using the fitting func-
tion = +E E b/CBS

3 where b is the fit parameter and denotes the
cardinal quantum number of the basis set series aug-cc-pV Z ( =
T,Q,5) from Dunning and co-workers.45 This CBS PES was
evaluated for a reduced set of points of the whole grid. The
missing CBS points were generated by interpolation. The CBS**
PES includes also the core−valence correlation energy
contribution and relativistic corrections evaluated as the sum of
the expectation values for the mass velocity and the one-electron
Darwin terms. In the following, we will refer to these data with
the simplified acronym CC.

2.1.2. MRCI.The low energy data described in section 2.1.1 are
complemented with higher energy values obtained using an
MRCI approach. These energies are calculated performing two
independent MRCI calculations based on two-state CAS(8,7)
wave functions in which excited configurations are limited to
single and double excitations (MRCI(SD)) using the aug-cc-
pVQZ basis45,46 and including the Davidson correction.47 The
MRCI calculations employ theMOLPRO implementation of the
internally contracted MRCI approach of Werner and co-work-
ers.48,49 The CAS space is a complete valence space where the 1s
nitrogen orbital is kept doubly occupied and frozen. The (8,7) active
space is the smallest possible CAS space that yields a balanced and
physically meaningful description of the NH bond dissociation. In
the following, we will refer to these data with the acronym MRCI.
The electronic ground state PES of ammonia contains peculiar

features such as conical intersections with an excited state
surface. A two-state CAS calculation is required in order to keep
orthogonality and a well-behaved surface in the vicinity of these
features.
Table 1 reports the MRCI dissociation energy (given here in

terms of De, in units corresponding to wavenumbers) for
different combinations of basis sets (T,Q), CAS reference states
(1,2), and CAS active spaces (7,8,9,10). The dissociation energy
hcDe is evaluated as the difference between the MRCI energy
obtained with the constraint of r(NH1) = 1000 pm and the fully
optimized MRCI equilibrium energy for every combination
separately. Both the rawDe and the Davidson correctedDe values
are listed. We see that both values are most stable for the two-state
CAS reference and the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set, which motivates our
final choice of this combination; to limit the computational effort,
we select an active space with 7 active orbitals.
In Table 1 we also give differences (De−De

(exp)), whereDe
(exp) is

an estimate of the dissociation energy of the reaction in eq 1
discussed below. These differences are roughly 1000 cm−1, in the
simultaneous two-state calculations after Davidson correction,
which is related to the incomplete treatment of dynamic correlation
in the MRCI(SD) calculation. As a comparison, in ref 31 the
calculated dissociation energy is 4.4 eV (∼35 500 hc cm−1; 4.8 eV in
ref 33), where the multiconfigurational quasidegenerate perturba-
tion theory was used for the calculations.
At geometries close to the NH3 equilibrium, the correlation

energy recovered by CCSD(T) is 0.2718 Eh compared with only
0.2584 Eh for MRCI(SD). The difference amounts to
approximately 13 mEh (∼3000 hc cm−1) at equilibrium and
decreases upon stretching of an NH bond, before the CCSD(T)
approach starts to become inaccurate (beyond r(NH) ≈ 180 pm)

Figure 1. Representation of the ammonia molecule with coordinate
definitions used in this work; the analytical representation is set up as a
multidimensional function of the bond lengths ri and bond angles αij
(only r3 and α12 are indicated, for convenience); the inversion angle χ is
used in some of the graphical representations shown below.
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because of the multireference character of the system at large bond
lengths.
For the calculation of a global PES, relative CCSD(T) data

should be used in a region close to equilibrium, with the equilibrium
energy or some energy close to that as reference energy, while
relative MRCI data should be used at geometries far away from
equilibrium, with a reference structure that is chosen such that size-
consistency errors are expected to beminor. Themerging of the two
data sets is discussed in the following paragraph.
2.2. Merging. Within the merging strategy, we assume that

the CCSD(T) points describe the region around the equilibrium
structures well (both minima and the planar transition structure
connecting them), whereas the MRCI data gives a correct,
semiquantitative description of the asymptotic regions. Figure 2

indicates how values from these two data sets are related, by
showing the energy of planar ammonia at varying values of one

NH bond length. Because of the use of different basis sets and
correlation treatments, the data are not comparable in absolute
terms since the gap between the bottom of the CCSD(T) points
and the MRCI points in the asymptotic region of channel 1 is on
the order of 60 000 hc cm−1, which does not even fall in the
vicinity of the expected value for the dissociation energy.
In this article, wemerge these different data sets into one single

data set by a homogeneous shift of reference energies. Let Eref
(CC) =

−56.5868 Eh be the reference energy of the CCSD(T) data set;
this is the lowest energy available in this data set at NH bond
lengths of 101 pm and bond angles of 108° (CBS** value from
ref 37, close to the equilibrium geometry). This energy is only
0.05 mEh (11 cm−1) above the minimum from the adjusted
analytical representation of the PES in the present work.
The reference energy of the MRCI data set is chosen to be the

lowest energy available in this data set under the constraint that
oneNHbond length is at least 1000 pm. Thus, the choice is made
in this article to refer to the MRCI energy of the NH2 product of
reaction 1, rather than the NH3 equilibrium energy. We obtain
Eref
(MRCI) = −56.3123 Eh at NH bond lengths of 102.2 pm and

bond angle 102.8° of the residual NH2 moiety, which is close to
the optimized geometry. The energy difference Eref

(MRCI)− Eref
(CC) =

0.2745 Eh (60 246 hc cm
−1) is comparable to the gap from Figure 2

and much too high when compared to expected values of the
dissociation energy.
An estimate of the dissociation energy for the reaction in eq 1

from thermochemical data50 and an approximate harmonic zero
point energy22 yields De

(exp) ≈ 41 051 hc cm−1; anharmonic
corrections will shift this value by about +50 to +100 hc cm−1,
roughly, which is a negligible error for the purposes of the
merging procedure discussed in this section.
The MRCI and CC relative energies are then defined in the

following way:

= −E E Ei
(CC,rel)

i
(CC)

ref
(CC)

(4)

= − +E E E Dii
(MRCI,rel) (MRCI)

ref
(MRCI)

e
(exp)

(5)

The merged data set is the union of MRCI and CCSD(T)
relative energies data sets:

∪E E{ } { }i
(CC,rel)

i
(MRCI,rel)

This merging is quite smooth and, simultaneously, does account
for the empirically determined dissociation energy. Sections of
the analytical representation of the PES are shown below and
underline the smoothness of this merging procedure. No exact
data matching is required within the present adjustment strategy
because the adjusted functional forms, which will be further
described in section 2.4, are sufficiently stiff. Adjustments using
more flexible forms such as high order polynomial forms could
lead to strongly oscillating functions, when data matching is not
exact.
A somewhat different merging strategy was used for the

determination of a global PES for formaldehyde by Bowman and
his co-workers.25

2.3. Variational Calculation of Vibrational Spectra.
Vibrational spectra for the AMMPOT4 potential are calculated
using a direct variational method based on an adiabatic contraction
scheme.51 The ro-vibrational Hamiltonian is formulated in terms of
generalized internal coordinates following Meyer and Günthard.52

As vibrational coordinates we chose the three NH bond lengths,
the umbrella angle (the polar angle with respect to the molecular
axis, see Figure 1) and two dihedral angles (rotation around the

Figure 2. Electronic energies for planar ammonia as a function of one
N−H distance r(N−H). Values for the remaining coordinates are:
100 pm (bond lengths), bond angles at 120°. The drawn lines are cubic
spline interpolations and the different symbols correspond to (◊)
CCSD(T) data from the present work; (*) MRCI data from the present
work; () A1 state in C2v; (− −) B1 state in C2v.

Table 1. MRCI Dissociation Energies in Terms of
Wavenumbers (De = Ediss/hc, in cm−1) and Davidson
Corrected Valuesa

basis
CAS
states

active
orb. De De − De

(exp)
De

(Davidson) De − De
(exp)

T 1 7 39482.0 −1569.0 39017.9 −2033.1
T 1 8 41019.3 −31.7 40016.7 −1034.3
T 1 9 41128.8 77.8 39825.5 −1225.5
T 1 10 41451.9 400.9 39887.3 −1163.7
T 2 7 39444.1 −1606.9 40169.4 −881.6
T 2 8 40453.6 −597.4 39975.1 −1075.9
T 2 9 40949.8 −101.2 39857.5 −1193.5
T 2 10 41758.7 707.7 39844.1 −1206.9
Q 1 7 39887.4 −1163.6 39154.7 −1896.3
Q 1 8 41024.0 −27.0 40020.1 −1030.9
Q 1 9 40522.7 −528.3 39846.8 −1204.2
Q 1 10 40042.4 −1008.6 40017.9 −1033.1
Q 2 7 39271.3 −1779.7 40224.7 −826.3
Q 2 8 39809.4 −1241.6 39868.3 −1182.7
Q 2 9 39500.5 −1550.5 39879.2 −1171.8
Q 2 10 39551.0 −1500.0 39919.9 −1131.1

aResults are reported for two different basis sets (T = aug-cc-pVTZ,
Q = aug-cc-pVQZ); MRCI calculations are performed using 1 or 2
CAS reference states and 4 different CAS spaces with 7, 8, 9, or 10
active orbitals. Errors are reported as differences De − De

(exp), where
De

(exp) ≈ 41 051 hc cm−1 is an estimation of the dissociation energy
from thermochemical data (see text).
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molecular axis of H-atoms 2 and 3 with respect toH atom 1). All ro-
vibrational coupling tensor elements were calculated numerically on
a grid in these coordinates. To solve the vibrational (i.e., J =0)problem,
we employed a generalized discrete variable representation (DVR) in
the six vibrational coordinates.51 With the exception of the dihedral
angles, grids were further contracted by using the near-variational
potential-optimizedDVRapproachofWei53 (see also ref 54).Thefinal
grids consisted of 83 × 512 × 25 points for eigenstates up to
vNH = 3. The vibrational Hamiltonian was diagonalized using the
successive truncation−diagonalization procedure described in
ref 51, systematically checking the convergence of eigenvalues to
at least 0.1 cm−1 (tunnelling splittings to within 0.01 cm−1) with
respect to the coordinate grid and all truncation parameters.
Transition moments were calculated using previously published
dipole moment functions40,55 defined in an instantaneous Eckart
system with respect to C3v reference geometries (i.e., displace-
ment in coordinates with E-symmetry set to zero). The trans-
formation to the Eckart system was effected using the method of
ref 56. The ro-vibrational Hamiltonian was diagonalized in a direct
product basis of vibrational eigenfunctions and rigid symmetric rotor
eigenfunctions.
For a quick evaluation of vibrational transitions, we have also

used the MULTIMODE program.57 This program has also been
employed in the past to calculate the vibrational spectrum of
ammonia, but the calculation did not converge for many
transitions because of basis set limitations, the approximations
inherent to this method, or both.41 However, some transitions
could be calculated quite reliably, when compared to a direct
variational method. Here, we found that all totally symmetric
transitions of NH3 up to 4000 cm

−1, fundamental and overtones,
as well as the tunneling doublets thereof, could be converged,
when compared to the direct variational method. There are 13 of
these (which are marked in Table 6 below).
We also present here data from a new evaluation of the YZLJT

PES38 using the TROVE program.58 This is a variational program
designed to calculate the rotation-vibration energies of an
arbitrary polyatomic molecule in an isolated electronic state. A
basic feature of this program is the use of expansions in linearized
vibrational coordinates to represent both the kinetic energy
operator and the potential energy function. Presently the
expansions of the kinetic energy and potential energy operators
are truncated after the sixth and eighth order terms, respectively.
For NH3, we use the HBJ nonrigid-reference configuration
method byHougen et al.59 with the umbrella coordinate representing
the nonrigid large amplitude motion. The present choice of the
coordinates is consistent with ref 38.Our basis set is constructed from
one-dimensional functions obtained by numerically solving the
corresponding one-dimensional Schrödinger Equation problems by
means of the Numerov−Cooley method.58,60 In TROVE
calculations, the size of the vibrational basis set is controlled by the
polyad number P defined in ref 38. In the construction of the
rovibrational Hamiltonian matrix, we include vibrational basis
functions with P ≤ Pmax. For the YZLJT PES,38 we computed five
sets of vibrational energies for Pmax = 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18, which
were then extrapolated to the complete vibrational basis set (CVBS)
limit.61 The resulting CVBS term values are collected in Tables 6−9.
2.4. Analytical Potential and Adjustment Procedure.

The analytical, six-dimensional function used to represent the
PES is described in ref 22. The parameter values are given in
Table 4. They were obtained from a series of adjustments of the
analytical representation to the combined set of ab initio data
described in section 2.2 and define the representation called
AMMPOT4. For the adjustments, a modified version of the

Levenberg−Marquardt algorithm62 was used that allows us to
satisfy analytical relations between parameters during the
adjustment loops, with the help of Lagrange multipliers, as
described in previous work.7,22 We do not consider minimization
of the resulting root-mean-square deviation as the ultimate
optimization criterion. Rather, the optimal parameter set has to
satisfy additional, nonanalytical conditions from further graphical
and numerical analysis of the representation. Numerical analysis
includes the calculation of characteristic features of the PES, such
as the geometries, energies, gradients, and second derivatives at
stationary points, and the variational calculation of vibrational
spectra. In the graphical analysis, we compare several one- and
two-dimensional sections of the PES representation with the ab
initio data, to ensure its qualitatively correct behavior. In the
following, the adjustment procedure adopted in this work is
described in more detail.

2.4.1. Asymptotic Limits. Similarly to the procedure adopted
in ref 22, we first adjusted parameters that describe the
asymptotic limits to separate data sets obtained by evaluation
of published analytical PES representations of NH2,

63 NH,64 and
H2.

65 The adjustment is done considering additional conditions
related to the harmonic force field, dissociation energies, and
further energies such as the barrier to linearity in NH2, as in
ref 22. For NH2 (second column in Table 4), a set of parameter
values was obtained here that is somewhat different from that
defining the AMMPOT2 representation.22 AMMPOT2 and
AMMPOT4 are essentially equivalent representations of the
same PES, in the asymptotic limits NH2 and NH (parameter ar
has no influence in the NH limit).

2.4.2. Raw Adjustment Steps. In a first series of adjustment
steps, a raw set of adjusted values is searched by allowing all
parameters in Table 4 to vary, with the exception of the
equilibrium bond lengths and angles and of those parameters
whose values are effectively an integer. The latter are varied
manually, and an optimal choice is made upon graphical analysis.
Equilibrium bond lengths and angles were initially chosen to
coincide with the values given in ref 37, i.e., re = 101.03 pm and
αe = 106.75°, but were allowed to change in the subsequent fine
adjustment steps discussed below. In the raw adjustment steps,
the Marquardt algorithm was run with parameter λ = 100.
In the present work, fourth order anharmonic parameters in

the bending potential are varied, in contrast to AMMPOT2,
where these parameters were fixed to zero. We found that a
variation of these parameters is necessary to obtain a qualitatively
correct description of the potential energy surface in regions of
configuration space that surround the S0−T1 intersystem
crossing seams. However, from the graphical analysis of sections
along reaction channel of eq 3, we found that the present, limited
set of ab initio data is insufficient to allow for a numerically
converged determination of these parameters. We therefore
determined them from stepwise, manual variations and
inspection of graphical outputs at each step.

2.4.3. Fine Adjustment Steps. In the second series of
adjustment steps, a reduced set of parameters was varied, starting
from the raw values obtained in the preceding step, with
parameter λ = 2 in the Marquardt algorithm, allowing us thus to
stay closer to the quadratically converged limit of this algorithm.
We varied all parameters directly related to the harmonic force
constants and anharmonicity parameters. For the bending
potentials, only anharmonicity parameters up to the third
order were varied. All other parameters, including the pair
potential parameter Dp

(I) and damping parameters (see ref 22),
were kept fixed.
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In all fine adjustment steps, eight additional conditions are
considered among the parameters. Six conditions correspond to
the six harmonic force constants, and one condition is related to
the dissociation energy of channel of eq 1 (see discussion of the
value De

(exp) ≈ 41 051 hc cm−1 above). One final condition
imposes a potential value close to 1788 hc cm−1 for a planar NH3
structure with equal bond lengths of 99.4 pm. These values agree
well with results from accurate theoretical treatments of the
inversion barrier in ammonia.63,66,67

The harmonic force constants were chosen to coincide with
values calculated from a finite difference evaluation of the PES
from ref 14. This set of constraints should allow us to guide the
adjustment toward a closer agreement with experimental data. In
our previous work on the global potential energy surface of
methane,7 this strategy was adopted successfully using an
equilibrium geometry and a harmonic force field that were
derived from experimental data.68 In the case of ammonia,
however, no equivalent determination of an experimental
equilibrium structure and harmonic force field exists. We
therefore use results from the PES developed in ref 14 since
that PES provides vibrational energy levels agreeing well with
experiment at low energies.
In each one of final adjustment steps, a vibrational spectrum

was calculated with MULTIMODE and the 13 totally symmetric
transitions of NH3 up to 4000 cm−1, that are defined in section
2.3 and in Table 6a, were compared to their experimental values.
In some cases, vibrational states were also calculated directly.
Each step allowed us to improve the agreement with
experimental values. The following actions were taken.
(1) Scaling of equilibrium constants. Following an idea used in

ref 11, equilibrium geometry parameters are scaled by factors Sr
and Sα, which are obtained from the ratio of experimentally
available values of equilibrium constants to theoretically
determined, vibrationally averaged values. Theoretical values
for vibrationally averaged equilibrium constants r0 and α0 were
determined from ro-vibrational transitions vν̃=0,J,K, which were
calculated with our direct variational method on the PES
resulting from the raw adjustment step in section 2.4.2. From
evaluations of the approximate relations

ν ν̃ ≈ ̃ + + + −= B J J C B K( 1) ( )v J K0, , 0 0 0 0
2

(6)

for J = 0,1 and K = 0,1, we obtained B0 ≈ 9.971 cm−1 and C0 ≈
6.240 cm−1 in the lower component of the ground state tunneling
doublet. By interpreting B0 = h/8π2cIB and C0 = h/8π2cIC and
using analytical relations between the main moments of inertia IB
and IC and internal coordinates, one derives the following
formulae:

π χ
=r

h
cm C2 sin( )

1
60

0 H 0 (7)

α
χ

= −
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟arccos

3
2

1
cos ( )

1
20 2

0 (8)

where

χ =
+ − −
− − −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

B C m m m m
B C m m m m

1
2

arccos
3( / )( ) 6 2
( / )(3 ) 6 2

.0
0 0 H N H N

0 0 H N H N

(9)

With mH = 1.007825 Da and mN = 14.00307 Da, we obtain α0
(the)

≈ 107.52° and r0
(the) ≈ 101.5 pm, which we compare to α0

(exp) ≈
107.8° ± 0.1° and r0

(exp) ≈ (101.73 ± 0.2) pm.69 This yields

Sr = r0
(exp)/r0

(the) ≈ 1.0023, and Sα = α0
(exp)/α0

(the) ≈ 1.0026.
Consequently, we scale the equilibrium geometry parameters as
follows:14

= = ≈r S r 101.26 pm 101.28 pme r e
(raw)

(10)

α α= = °αS 107.03e e
(raw)

(11)

While the scaled value for re is very close to the value of 101.28 pm
given in ref 14, the scaled value for the equilibrium bond angle αe
is about 0.5° larger than the value given in that work. For re, we
adopt here the value given in ref 14; for αe, we use the value given
in eq 11. These values agree well with the equilibrium structure of
ammonia as estimated in ref 70 from an evaluation of experimental
rotational constants and rotation−vibration interaction constants
from high level ab initio theory.
(2) Scaling of harmonic and anharmonic parameters related to the

ν4 mode. In preliminary adjustment steps, we found that, among the
13 totally symmetric levels studied, thefirst overtone42,0 of thedoublet
of the degenerate bending mode ν4 around 3215 cm

−1 turned out to
be too high by about 30 cm−1, when compared to the experimental
values. In order to remedy this, we have scaled down the f b2 parameter
by a ratio that corresponds to the square of 3215/(3215 + 30). This
ratio was also used to scale down the F34 and F44 harmonic force
constants, correspondingly. Additionally, parameter ab2

(S2) was scaled up
by the factor 1.1. These twoparameterswere thenfixed at the resulting
values, which are given in Table 4, in the final fine adjustment steps.
(3) Scaling of the harmonic force constant related to the ν1

mode. In other preliminary adjustment steps, we also found that,
after the changes made in the preceding step, the totally
symmetric stretching mode ν1 decreases by 20 cm

−1, roughly. In
order to remedy this, we scaled down the harmonic force constant
F11 by a factor that corresponds to the square of (3335 − 20)/
3335 (3335 cm−1 is approximately the experimental value of the
ν1 fundamental). In the final step, we adjusted a reduced set of
parameters with only three constraints, namely, on F11, F33, and
F34. The resulting set of parameters is given in Table 4.

2.5. Symmetry and Notation. While the equilibrium
geometry of ammonia (Figure 1) corresponds to the point
group C3v, it is the prototypical nonrigid molecule due to the low
barrier to inversion. The group suitable for classifying the
symmetry of vibrational and ro-vibrational levels following
Longuet Higgings71 is then the molecular symmetry group
Ms12 = S3* = S3⊗ S* of the permutation of the three protons (S3)
and inversion (S*), isomorphous to D3h. The inversion sublevel
structure can be obtained from the induced representation Γm ↑
S3*, where Γm is the symmetry in the subgroupMs6 ofMs12, which
is isomorphous toC3v. For convenience, we give in Tables 2 and 3
the corresponding character tables that also define the notation.

We note that this notation gives parity (positive or negative) as
an upper index, and the symbols A1, A2, and E define the species

Table 2. Character Table of the Subgroup Ms6 of the
Molecular Symmetry Group Ms12 (= S3*), and Induced
Representations Γm ↑ S3*. Ms6 is Isomorphous to the Point
Group C3v

Γ E 2C3 3σv

Ms6 E 2(123) 3(12)* Γ(Ms6) ↑ S3*

A1 1 1 1 A1
+ ⊕ A2

−

A2 1 1 −1 A2
+ ⊕ A1

−

E 2 −1 0 E+ ⊕ E−
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in the permutation group S3 (see refs 72 and 73). Similarly for
NH2D and NHD2, one has the relevant groupMs4 = S2* = S2 ⊗ S*,
where the permutations concern protons for NH2D and deuterons
for NHD2.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Fits. The fit was performed on a selected choice of

roughly 10 000 points from ref 38, and 500 points from MRCI
calculations from the present work. The selection was made on
the basis of a coarse grained distribution of geometries.
Table 4 collects the resulting parameter values for the fit in

column “NH3”. The values listed under columns “NH2” and
“NH” are from new adjustments of the PES of those molecules as
described before.
The quality of the fit will be judged from graphical analyses and

from the calculation of vibrational spectroscopic data below. It
might nevertheless be useful to give the following statistics of the
present adjustment: the averaged absolute differences between
the final fit and the underlying ab initio points is 100 cm−1 for
points below 3000 cm−1 (1150 points), 200 cm−1 for points
between 3000 and 6000 cm−1 (2450 points), 450 cm−1 for points
between 6000 and 10 000 cm−1 (2000 points), 850 cm−1 for
points between 10 000 and 15 000 cm−1 (1800 points), 1150 cm−1

for points between 15 000 and 20 000 cm−1 (2000 points), 1500 cm−1

for points between 20 000 and 25 000 cm−1 (400 points), and
1000 cm−1 for points above 25 000 cm−1 (600 points). As a test, a
similar distribution of errors is obtained if differences are calc-
ulated with respect to the complete data set of more than 51 000
points from ref 38.
We note that most parameters in the “stretch” and “pair” parts

of the representation have values quite similar to those of
AMMPOT2 (apart from ar and Dij

0). However, parameters
belonging to the “bend” part of the representation have changed
considerably since terms of up to order 4 have been included
in the representation of AMMPOT4, while the maximum order
was 3 in AMMPOT2.
We note also that some of the damping parameters have been

varied under constraints (see footnote b of Table 4). A total of
25 parameters that describe the NH3 moiety have been varied
automatically during the adjustment procedure; these are
parameters having 7 to 8 nonzero digits after the period in column
NH3, which had to satisfy eight additional conditions, leading to a
net number of 17 freely adjusted parameters. More parameters that
appear with zeros in the fifth to eight digit after the period were
varied manually. Even if all parameters are needed to complete the
analytical representation, their total number is much smaller than
the number of parameters used in previous analytical representa-
tions of the PES of ammonia, as discussed in ref 22.
3.2. Topography of the PES and Ammonia Thermo-

chemistry. 3.2.1. Dissociation Channel of eq 1. Figure 3 shows
one-dimensional sections of the PES along one N−H distance.

The two different types of marks indicate the two different sets of
ab initio data used for the fit. Their position relative one to the
other was determined as described before in section 2.2. The
CCSD(T) data (marked with ◊) are restricted to variations of
the N−H distance of±50 pm around the equilibrium distance of
101.28 pm and to energies up to 15 000 hc cm−1, roughly. The
figure gives the impression that the number of points from
CCSD(T) used in the fit is smaller than the number of MRCI
points (marked with *); in fact, the number of CCSD(T) points
exceeds that of the MRCI data by a factor of 20, as mentioned
above. Because of the scale of the figure, individual adjustment
errors are not recognizable in the lower energy range. The
continuous line is an evaluation of the current AMMPOT4 PES;
the broken line refers to AMMPOT2 from ref 22. Both lines
agree well on the scale of the figure, the formation of the barrier at
the conical intersection being somewhat less pronounced for
AMMPOT4. Clearly both representations are qualitatively quite
similar. The optimized dissociation energy, after relaxation of
the NH bond lengths and bond angle in the NH2 product, is
41 051 hc cm−1 and equals the experimental estimate we give, in
this article, by construction (see Table 5).
The occurrence of a barrier replacing the conical intersection

in the one-dimensional section of Figure 3b is a direct
consequence of the single-valued analytical representation. The
molecular structure does not correspond to a stationary point of
the potential at this position, when all degrees of freedom are
considered. The conical intersection seam in ammonia is four-
dimensional, and the PES varies along this seam. For instance, the
position of the conical intersection varies from r(NH) ≈ 210 pm
to r(NH)=∞, when the remaining bond angle varies fromα=120°
to α = 180°; the energy at r(NH)→∞ and linear NH2 is given by
De

(exp) + ENH2

(lin) ≈ (41 051 + 11 900) hc cm−1 = 52 951 hc cm−1,

relative to theNH3 equilibrium, where ENH2

(lin) ≈ 11 900 hc cm−1 is the
barrier to linearity of NH2.

22

The energy at the conical intersection indicated in Figure 2 is
expected to be close to the lowest energy of the corresponding
conical intersection seam, which has not yet been fully
determined.30,31 This energy is roughly 4400 hc cm−1 above
the dissociation limit of eq 1 (equivalent to 20 mEh). The
corresponding barrier energy of AMMPOT4, in Figure 3b, is
around 800 hc cm−1. This allows us to make the following, rather
conservative estimation: the present PES should be useful in
reactive scattering calculations involving the recombination
reaction

+ →NH ( B ) H( S ) NH ( A )2
2

1
2

(1/2) 3
1

1 (12)

at total collision energies of less than 800 hc cm−1, i.e., at collision
temperatures of less than 400 K, typically.

3.2.2. Potential at Large Angular Displacements. Figure 4
shows one-dimensional sections of the PES along the inversion
angle χ (see Figure 1). Here, too, one sees that both PES
representations follow but do not coincide exactly with the ab
initio data, at higher energies, while they almost overlap at lower
energies. We expect that the true representation of the PES of
ammonia will lie nearby both representations. This figure thus
also allows us to estimate an error of±1000− 2000 cm−1 that can
be expected for evaluations of our representation at single points
in the region above 15 000 cm−1.
The error is significantly smaller in the low energy region.

Figure 5 supports this finding and indicates that, in the
asymptotic region of the reaction channel of eq 1, the PES is a
faithful representation of the ab initio data.

Table 3. Character Table of the Molecular Symmetry Group
Ms12, Isomorphous to the Point Group D3h

Γ Γ E 2C3 3C2′ σh 2S3 3σv

Ms12 D3h (M) E 2(123) 3(12) E* 2(123)* 3(12)*

A1
+ A1′ 1 1 1 1 1 1

A2
+ A2′ 1 1 −1 1 1 −1

E+ E′ 2 −1 0 2 −1 0
A1
− A1″ 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1

A2
− A2″ 1 1 −1 −1 −1 1

E− E″ 2 −1 0 −2 1 0
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For a comparison between different analytical representations of
the PES of ammonia along this and other sections of coordinate
space, we refer to ref 22, where acronyms were introduced. The
potentials proposed by Huang, Schwenke, and Lee (HSL-0 PES36

and HSL-2 PES16) are polynomial expansions over a large number
of terms. For the HSL-0 PES, 3393 parameters were adjusted to
about 8000 high level ab initio energy points including both the
coupled cluster and coupled pair approaches. Its form is somewhat
similar to the LTYCJ/YZLJTPES,37,38 and it was clearly designed to
well reproduce the ro-vibrational spectrum of ammonia, as will be

discussed below. Despite its global attribute, at present, it is not clear
whether the HSL-0 and HSL-2 PES are really global. Indeed, in ref
36, the dissociation energy was set to 50 520 hc cm−1, which is 25%
higher than the value estimated above for De

(exp). This indicates that
the HSL-0 PES is probably correlated asymptotically with the 2A1

channel of eq 2, as is the LTYCJ PES (see ref 22).
3.2.3. Dissociation Channel of eq 3. For the rupture of twoNH

bonds, AMMPOT4 represents first the singlet state and then, beyond
the region of the intersystem crossing, the lower lying triplet state
points. Such a PES may be called post-spin-orbit (SO) adiabatized.

Table 4. Parameters Used to Define the Present Global Analytical Representation of NH3 to NH. 1 Å = 100 pm

NH3 NH2 NH

Vstretch Parameters
ar/(Å

−1) 2.2101896 3.0655330 3.0655330
re/(Å) 1.0128000 1.0260000 1.0363500
fs/(aJ Å

−2) 6.4220980 6.2874970 6.3928490
as/(Å

−1) 2.1520016 2.2486020 2.1560860
ε6 0.0844658 0.0683101 0.0023672
ε8 0.0000000 0.0000000 −0.1100000
rs/(Å) 2.0000000 2.0000000 2.1500000
Vpair Parameters
Dij

0/(aJ) 1.0809020 1.0000000 a
aij
0/(Å−1) 0.4766339 0.5064664
rij
∞/(Å) 0.7414000 0.7414000
aij
∞/(Å−1) 1.9453400 1.9453400
Dij

∞/(aJ) 0.7605968 0.7605968
Vbend Parameters
ac/(Å

−1) 1.4720143 1.4720143 a
ce −0.2928836 −0.2368381
f b1/(aJ) 0.0588056 0.1377804

f b2/(aJ) 0.1288000 0.1000000

ab
(S1)

21
−0.3238790 −0.3784674

ab
(S1)

22
1.6025190 −0.3784674

ab
(S1)

31
0.1575220 −0.0948867

ab
(S1)

32
3.6579140 −0.0948867

ab
(S1)

33
0.9482045 −0.0948867

ab
(S1)

41
0.0110993 0.0000000

ab
(S1)

42
−3.8190330 0.0000000

ab
(S1)

43
−2.2165740 0.0000000

ab
(S1)

44
−2.4830280 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

21
−1.6000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

22
−0.8000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

31
−2.2000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

32
−2.0000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

33
0.0280000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

41
3.1000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

42
4.6000000 0.0000000

NH3 NH2 NH

Vbend Parameters

ab
(S2)

43
2.5000000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

44
0.0800000 0.0000000

ab
(S2)

45
0.1300000 0.0000000

Damping Parametersb

ad c
(a1)

x
1.5139000 1.0000000 a

ad c
(a3)

x
1.0000000 1.0000000

ad o
(a1)

x
1.4048880 1.0000000

ad o
(a3)

x
1.0000000 1.0000000

ad c
(a1)

l
0.0000000 0.0000000

ad c
(a3)

l
0.0000000 0.0000000

ad o
(a1)

l
−1.0000000 −1.0000000

ad o
(a3)

l
−1.0000000 −1.0000000

ad c
(e1)

x
2.1361563 1.0000000

ad c
(e3)

x
1.0000000 1.0000000

ad o
(e1)

x
−0.2057619 1.0000000

ad o
(e3)

x
1.0000000 1.0000000

ad c
(e1)

l
0.0000000 0.0000000

ad c
(e3)

l
0.0000000 0.0000000

ad o
(e1)

l
−1.0000000 −1.0000000

ad o
(e3)

l
−1.0000000 −1.0000000

ad c
p
x

0.8030900 1.0000000

ad o
p
x

1.1126840 1.0000000

ad c
p
l

0.0000000 0.0000000

ad o
p
l

−0.5000000 −1.0000000

nd1 1.0000000 1.0000000

ndx 2.0000000 2.0000000

ndcos 1.0000000 1.0000000

Switching Parameters
nsb 6.0000000 6.0000000 6.0000000
rsb/(Å) 2.0000000 2.0000000 2.0000000
ndb 6.0000000 6.0000000
rdb/(Å) 2.0000000 2.0000000

aEmpty cells are parameters that were either found to be effectively irrelevant for the fit or cannot be defined within certain subsets; where
appropriate, the value 0.0 can be set. bThe superindex p on adα parameters (α = x or l) indicates parameters used in Vpair and superindices (an) or
(en) indicate parameters used in a- and e-type expressions of power n in Vbend, respectively. During the fit, parameters were adjusted under the
constraints adαβ

(a2) = adαβ
(a1), adαβ

(a4) = adαβ
(a3), adαβ

(e2) = adαβ
(e1), and adαβ

(e4) = adαβ
(e3) (α = x or l; β = c or o).
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Post-SO-adiabatic potential energy curves have been used in the
description of the photodissociation of trimethyltiniodide.74

AMMPOT4 was obtained by an additional, manual adjust-
ment of certain parameters such that the PES follows more closely
the triplet state beyond the intersystem crossing. The reason for this
ad hoc procedure is that the set of previously calculated triplet
CASPT2 points22 is sparse and has not allowed for a systematic
adjustment of all parameters. As a consequence, the representation
is only of qualitative character and must be considered preliminary,
in this region of configuration space. An improvement of the
description is foreseen, in future work, by inclusion of ab initio data
obtained at the MRCI level for spin−orbit couplings, and a
systematic and automatic adjustment within a procedure as
described before in section 3.1. It will be important to give more
flexibility to damping and switching parameters.

Figure 6 shows a two-dimensional section of AMMPOT4
along the coordinate R and the coordinate d, which gives the
interatomic distance in the departing H2 moiety, indicating the
complexity of the potential energy landscape predicted for the
reaction channel of eq 3. The figure suggests the existence of
several saddle points in that region. A systematic search in the six-
dimensional coordinate space yields one second order saddle
point at E≈ 38 400 hc cm−1 and coordinates r1 = 1.0398 Å, r2 = r3 =
2.1392 Å and α12 = α13 = 75.32°, α23 = 20.93°. Further information
on saddle points and other characteristic points of the present PES
are collected in Table 5.
The saddle point at roughly 38 400 cm−1 is ofCs symmetry and

is located close to the saddle at R≈ 220 pm and d≈ 70 pm in the
two-dimensional surface shown in Figure 6. It links the NH3
equilibrium structure and the almost isoenergetic outgoing
reaction channel asymptote of eq 3. The dissociation energy
along this channel is 38 484 hc cm−1.
Considering the variation of zero-point energy in the harmonic

approximation, given in Table 5, we obtain, for the reaction of

Figure 3. One dimensional sections of the potential energy surface of
ammonia as a function of one N−H distance r(N−H). (a) Pyramidal
ammonia. Values for the remaining coordinates are bond lengths at
101.2 pm and bond angles at 106.5°; this is almost the equilibrium bond
angle. The inversion angle out of the planar structure is χ = 112.3°. (b)
Planar ammonia. Bond lengths are roughly 101.2 pm, bond angles at
120°, and inversion angle χ = 90°. The different symbols correspond to
(◊) CCSD(T) data from the present work; (*) MRCI data from the
present work; the combination of both data sets into a single set of ab
initio data is discussed in section 2.2; () present work (AMMPOT4);
(− −) from ref 22 (AMMPOT2).

Table 5. Collection of Key Data Regarding the Topography of the Present, Global PES for the Electronic Ground State of
Ammonia (NH3): Geometries, Energies, and Gradients of Stationary Pointsa

ri/(Å)/αij/(deg) E/(hc cm−1) Ezp/(hc cm
−1) (∂2E/∂Qj

2)1/2/(c cm−1)b

C3v 1.0128(3)/ 107.03(3) 0 7500c 3608 3607 3452 1652 1651 1030
D3h 0.9988(3)/ 120.00(3) 1774 7301c 3800 3799 3536 1734 1734 855i
Cs
d 1.04, 2.14(2)/ 75.2, 75.2, 20.9 38357 4772c 4172 3373 1341 657 1118i 1251i

C2v
e 1.026(2)/ 103.7(1) 41051 4223c 3504 3386 1557

C∞v
f 1.03635(1)/0.7414(1) 38484 3896c,h 3397 4395g

aGeometries are given in terms of the internal coordinates defined in Figure 1. The values in parentheses give the number of identical coordinate
values. bNormal coordinates defined with respect to the stationary point; negative second derivatives have imaginary units; masses m(H) = 1.007 25
u and m(N) = 14.0 u. cHarmonic zero-point energy obtained from the sum over all real frequencies. dSaddle point for NH3 (

3A1)→ NH (3Σ−) + H2
(1Σg

+). eNH2 (
2B1) + H (2S(1/2)) (asymptote, eq 1).

fNH(3Σ−) + H2 (
1Σg

+) (asymptote, eq 3). gH2 harmonic frequency from ref 65. hSum of NH and
H2 harmonic zero-point frequencies.

Figure 4. One dimensional sections of the potential energy surface of
ammonia as a function of the inversion angle χ (see Figure 1). (a) Bond
lengths are at 101.2 pm, bond angles change upon conservation of C3v
symmetry (regular pyramids). (b)As in panel a, but bond angles change upon
conservation ofCs symmetry (planar ammonia forms a “T” and pyramids are
distorted). See also text and Figure 3 for a description of symbols.
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eq 13, a zero Kelvin reaction enthalpy Δ13H0
⊖ ≈ −417 kJ mol−1

for AMMPOT4, which is within acceptable thermochemical
accuracy when compared to the experimental value Δ13H0

⊖ ≈
−414 kJ mol−1 from ref 75.
The effective barrier for the (spin forbidden) insertion of

molecular hydrogen in triplet imidogen

Σ + Σ →− +NH( ) H ( ) NH ( A )3
2

1
g 3

1
1 (13)

is estimated be on the order of 9 kJ mol−1 (equivalent to 750 cm−1),
if the variation of zero-point energy is taken into account in the
harmonic approximation (see Table 5). A different saddle point is
expected to exist for the abstraction reaction

+ → Σ + Σ− +NH ( B ) H( S ) NH( ) H ( )2
2

1
2

(1/2)
3

2
1

g (14)

In ref 76, a barrier of 38 kJ mol−1 was computed for this reaction at a
correlation energy scaledMoller−Plesset theoretical level; however,
neither triplet states nor spin−orbit coupling have been considered
explicitly in ref 76. On the AMMPOT4 PES, this reaction should be
almost barrierless. This point needs to be verified in future work,
after additional calculations on the lowest triplet state of ammonia
have been carried out.

3.3. Spectroscopic Analysis. Table 6 is a compilation of
vibrational term values and integrated absorption cross-sections in
14NH3. Tables 7−9 collect vibrational term values for three
isotopomers of ammonia. For the theoretical results from the present
work, the following masses were used: 14.003074 u (N), 1.007825 u
(H), 2.014102 u (D). The labeling and notation of vibrational levels
follow recommendations73,77,78 (see the footnotes for additional
information). Symmetry labels are given with respect to themolecular
symmetry group Ms12, isomorphous to D3h, in case of 14NH3 and
14ND3, and with respect to Ms4 in case of 14NH2D and 14NHD2

(see section 2.5).
Integrated absorption cross-sections in Table 6 were evaluated

from the equation79

π
πε

= ≈
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟G

hc
M

M8
3 (4 )

41.624
D

pmfi fi
fi3

0

2
2

2

(15)

Transition electric dipole momentsMfi were obtained within the
DVR of wave functions calculated from AMMPOT4 (in column
“this work”), and the dipole moment surfaces for ammonia from
refs 40 and 55 or from published data (column “experiment”).
The data in column YZLJT are from a yet unpublished evaluation
of the PES from ref 38 using the TROVE program,58 as described
above. These data differ only slightly from those published
previously,15 which were obtained for a PES representation in
which the equilibrium parameters were adjusted differently.
Table 6a gives a rather complete account of our present

knowledge on the vibrational spectroscopy of NH3 in the region
up to 5000 cm−1, which includes all fundamentals and the first
few bending overtones up to the fifth overtone of the inversion
mode. Here, we compare results obtained from selected
previously published PES of ammonia with those obtained
with AMMPOT4. Among these, the HSL-2 PES16,43 yields with
1.22 cm−1, the lowest root-mean-square deviation to the reported
experimental band centers in this wavenumber range. We
underline that the data in columns HSL-2 and RMH were
obtained from a final adjustment of the analytical representation
to the experimentally determined transitions in Table 6a. The
other PESs discussed in Table 6 give rise to slightly larger
deviations. Transitions using the RMH PES (acronyms as
defined in ref 22) are from “fit I” in ref 14; the same fit is used for
transitions reported in Table 6b, whereas in Table 6c the PES
called “surface I” from ref 14 is used, which gives significantly less
good results in the lower energy region reported in Table 6a.
The AMMPOT4 PES has clearly the largest deviation, which

is, however, acceptable in view of the small number of adjustable
parameters used, taking into account the global character of this
representation. Of all terms below the stretching fundamentals,
only the doublet of the (2141) transition at around 2560 cm−1

Figure 5. One dimensional sections of the potential energy surface of
planar ammonia as a function of the bond angle α23 = α (see also Figure 1).
Bond lengths are such that r2 = r3 = 100 pm and bond angles are α12 = α13 =
(180° − α)/2. Bond length (a) r1 = 150 pm and (b) r1 = 300 pm. See also
text and Figure 3, where further symbols are defined.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional section of the potential energy surface
(AMMPOT4) of planar ammonia as a function of the coordinates R and
d (see the insert for a proper definition); the remaining coordinates are
such that r3 = 100 pm, all atoms are within the same plane (planar
ammonia structure), and C2v symmetry is maintained. The different
contour line types correspond to () present work (AMMPOT4) and
(−−) from ref 22(AMMPOT2). Contour lines link isoenergetic points,
and the separation between them is 3000 (AMMPOT4) and 6000 cm−1

(AMMPOT2); the smallest shown contour line is around the point R ≈
100 pm and d ≈ 170 pm and corresponds to 3000 cm−1 for both
potentials; the largest shown contour line is at 60 000 cm−1 for
AMMPOT4 and 57 000 cm−1 for AMMPOT2; barriers for AMMPOT4
at about R ≈ 220 and 160 pm correspond to roughly 55 000 cm−1 and
46 000 cm−1, respectively.
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Table 6. Experimental and Calculated Wavenumbers and Integrated Absorption Cross Sections for NH3: (a) Wavenumber
Range between 0 and 5000 cm−1; (b) Wavenumber Range between 5000 and 8250 cm−1; (c) Wavenumber Range
above 8250 cm−1

(a)

theory

experiment ν̃/(cm−1) this work (AMMPOT4)

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref Gobs/(pm2) ref HSL-243 YZLJT38n LCH41 RMH14 ν̃/(cm−1) Gc/(pm2)

A1
+ (0)l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

A2
− (0)u 0.79m 93 0.90 × 10+2 94 0.79 0.80 0.74 0.79 0.75 0.88 × 10+2

A1
+ (21)l 932.43m 93 0.26 × 10+1 95 932.44 932.96 933.78 932.23 932.27 0.25 × 10+1

A2
− (21)u 968.12m 93 0.23 × 10+1 95 968.15 969.21 968.64 968.13 966.22 0.23 × 10+1

A1
+ (22)l 1597.47m 96 0.17 × 10−1 96 1597.46 1596.81 1597.07 1597.91 1601.46 0.17 × 10−1

E+ (41)l 1626.28 96 0.14 × 10+0 96 1626.28 1625.77 1628.81 1626.21 1628.45 0.28 × 10+0

E− (41)u 1627.37 96 0.13 × 10+0 96 1627.37 1626.93 1629.81 1627.30 1629.33 0.28 × 10+0

A2
− (22)u 1882.18m 96 0.44 × 10−3 96 1882.14 1883.89 1881.45 1882.55 1878.99 0.35 × 10−3

A1
+ (23)l 2384.15m 97 0.10 × 10−2 97 2384.17 2386.17 2383.08 2385.42 2381.03 0.14 × 10−2

E+ (2141)l 2540.53 97 0.30 × 10−3 97 2540.50 2535.82 2544.35 2540.30 2560.46 0.35 × 10−2

E− (2141)u 2586.13 97 0.27 × 10−3 97 2586.09 2583.79 2588.10 2586.08 2599.48 0.36 × 10−2

A2
− (23)u 2895.51m 97 0.34 × 10−3 97 2895.52 2898.92 2896.19 2895.59 2888.81 0.58 × 10−3

A1
+ (42,0)l 3216.10m 98 k 83 3215.94 3213.05 3221.17 3216.61 3220.87 0.18 × 10−2

A2
− (42,0)u 3217.78m 98 k 83 3217.57 3214.89 3222.93 3218.28 3222.09 0.19 × 10−2

E+ (2241)l d d 3189.62 3180.11 d d 3222.53 0.25 × 10−7

E− (42,2)l 3240.44e 98 k 83 3240.16e 3237.99e 3244.66e 3240.61e 3246.87 0.35 × 10−2

E+ (42,2)u 3241.62f 98 k 83 3241.59f 3239.54f 3245.89f 3242.03f 3248.73 0.39 × 10−2

A1
+ (11)l 3336.11m 98 0.29 × 10−1 83 3336.10 3341.87 3335.13 3338.87 3334.73 0.29 × 10−1

A2
− (11)u 3337.09m 98 0.29 × 10−1 83 3337.08 3342.92 3336.49 3340.10 3335.61 0.29 × 10−1

E+ (31)l 3443.63 98 0.14 × 10−1 83 3443.63 3446.68 3442.16 3443.36 3445.85 0.16 × 10−1

E− (31)u 3443.99 98 0.14 × 10−1 83 3443.99 3447.04 3442.51 3443.71 3445.99 0.16 × 10−1

A1
+ (24)l 3462.00m 99 d 3462.48 3466.94 3466.52 3460.85 3453.08 0.16 × 10−3

E− (2241)u d d 3502.57 3499.79 d d 3521.42 0.49 × 10−4

E+ (2341)l d d 4007.78 4005.01 d d 4028.24 0.21 × 10−5

A2
− (24)u 4055.00m 100 d 4061.78 4067.22 4068.42 4055.31 4051.12 0.94 × 10−5

A1
+ (2142,0)l 4115.62 101 d 4115.85 4097.08 4123.40 4115.99 4134.41 0.51 × 10−3

E+ (2142,2)l 4135.94 101 d 4136.00 4122.31 d 4136.33 4167.56 0.48 × 10−3

A2
− (2142,0)u 4173.25 101 d 4173.14 4162.46 4178.62 4173.60 4184.40 0.73 × 10−3

E− (2142,2)u 4193.14 101 d 4193.06 4185.21 d 4193.54 4214.31 0.58 × 10−3

A1
+ (1121)l 4294.53 101 0.26 × 10−2 102 4294.51 4301.09 4296.00 4291.42 4274.07 0.41 × 10−2

A2
− (1121)u 4320.04 101 0.26 × 10−2 102 4320.01 4326.98 4321.23 4320.22 4302.87 0.37 × 10−2

E+ (2131)l 4416.91 101 0.18 × 10−1 102 4416.92 4420.79 4419.06 4419.18 4408.98 0.26 × 10−1

E− (2131)u 4435.44 101 0.18 × 10−1 102 4435.44 4439.64 4436.92 4437.81 4427.91 0.26 × 10−1

E− (2341)u d d 4530.72 4530.59 d d 4548.35 0.28 × 10−4

A1
+ (25)l d d 4694.73 4700.10 d d 4681.68 0.98 × 10−6

A1
+ (2242,0)l d d 4757.46 4728.95 d d 4786.66 0.23 × 10−4

E+ (43,1)l d d 4799.14 4791.97 d d 4796.16 0.78 × 10−4

E− (43,1)u d d 4801.21 4794.39 d d 4799.83 0.93 × 10−4

E+ (2242,2)l d d 4774.60 4752.67 d d 4827.17 0.20 × 10−4

A1
+ (43)l d d 4841.81 4836.27 d d 4843.14 0.22 × 10−12

A2
− (43)u d d 4843.58 4838.21 d d 4844.88 0.21 × 10−12

A1
− (43)l d d d 4836.67e d d 4854.00 0.77 × 10−5

A2
+ (43)u d d d 4839.01f d d 4856.76 0.18 × 10−4

E+ (1141)l 4955.85 82 d 4955.74 4960.21 4957.71 4959.55 4949.59 0.14 × 10−3

E− (1141)u 4956.79 82 d 4956.90 4961.50 4959.05 4960.90 4950.52 0.13 × 10−3

Δν̃rmsl/cm−1 1.22 6.25 3.89 1.53 10.99
Δlog

2 g 0.15
(b)

theory

experiment ν̃/(cm−1) this work (AMMPOT4)

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref HSL-243 YZLJT38n LCH41 RMH14 ν̃/(cm−1) Gc/(pm2)

E+ (3141)l 5052.60 82 5052.64 5054.96 5055.48 5052.11 5054.06 0.12 × 10−1

E− (3141)u 5052.97 82 5053.24 5055.62 5056.04 5052.67 5054.42 0.12 × 10−1
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Table 6. continued

(b)

theory

experiment ν̃/(cm−1) this work (AMMPOT4)

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref HSL-243 YZLJT38n LCH41 RMH14 ν̃/(cm−1) Gc/(pm2)

E+ (213141)l 6012.90 82 6012.68 6011.86 d 6014.91 6018.66 0.66 × 10−3

E− (213141)u 6037.12 82 6036.31 6036.92 d 6038.65 6040.83 0.67 × 10−3

A+ (o)l 6520.00i 82 6520.08 6520.09 d 6529.40 6512.89 0.22 × 10−4

A− (o)u 6520.00i 82 6521.77 6522.01 d 6531.56 6514.09 0.21 × 10−4

E+ (1142,2)l 6556.42 85 6556.80 6557.18 d 6562.94 6545.01 0.24 × 10−3

E− (1142,2)u 6557.93 85 6558.22 6559.08 d 6564.68 6547.89 0.30 × 10−3

E+ (112141)l d 6580.98 6576.08 d d 6570.50 0.12 × 10−3

A+ (o)l 6606.00i 82 6605.66 6605.75 d 6617.15 6614.11 0.72 × 10−6

A− (o)u 6606.00i 82 6606.63 6606.83 d 6618.53 6615.00 0.58 × 10−6

E+ (p)l 6608.15 85 6610.29 6608.88 d 6614.87 6612.29 0.23 × 10−2

E− (p)u 6609.72 85 6611.22 6609.86 d 6615.93 6612.65 0.24 × 10−2

E− (3142)l 6665.30 81 6665.77 6663.14 d d 6663.55 0.10 × 10−2

E+ (3142)u 6666.70 81 6666.24 6665.98 d d 6663.56 0.11 × 10−2

E− (p)l 6680.93e,r 81 6679.25e 6677.43e d 6665.40e 6682.14 0.27 × 10−2

E+ (p)u 6681.87f,r 81 6679.36f 6678.33f d 6665.92f 6682.19 0.26 × 10−2

A− (o)l 6795.46 86 6796.52 6792.28e d 6810.67 6807.92 0.28 × 10−3

A+ (o)u 6795.96 86 6797.91 6796.46f d 6812.36 6808.45 0.27 × 10−3

E− (p)l 6850.20e 81 6850.46e 6855.52e d 6847.72e 6864.78 0.35 × 10−3

E+ (p)u 6850.65f 81 6850.86f 6855.99f d 6848.12f 6865.76 0.30 × 10−3

E+ (p)l d 7659.59 7654.07 d d 7645.51 0.37 × 10−3

E− (p)u d 7676.09 7671.76 d d 7663.65 0.32 × 10−3

E+ (q)l d 8176.18 8171.35 d d 8174.18 0.61 × 10−4

E− (q)u d 8177.64 8173.07 d d 8175.08 0.62 × 10−4

E+ (q)l 8200.00i 82 8208.83 8203.03 d 8218.45 8209.03 0.15 × 10−4

E− (q)u 8200.00i 82 8208.32 8204.49 d 8219.78 8209.92 0.15 × 10−4

E+ (q)l d 8284.86 8281.77 d d 8273.91 0.19 × 10−3

E− (q)u d 8286.05 8283.48 d d 8274.16 0.21 × 10−3

Δν̃rmsl/cm−1 2.59 2.59 2.98 11.00 8.15

(c)

theory

experiment ν̃/(cm−1) this work (AMMPOT4)

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref HSL-036 YZLJT38 n RMH14 ν̃/(cm−1) Gc/(pm2)

E+ (1242)l 9639.65 82 9645.30 9624.74e 9647.14e 9671.36 0.27 × 10−5

E− (1242)u 9642.32 82 d 9629.87f 9649.28f 9671.96 0.23 × 10−5

E+ (1231)l 9689.72 82 9694.00 9676.12 9692.68 9704.06 0.27 × 10−8

E− (1231)u 9689.84 82 d 9678.00 9694.76 9705.75 0.27 × 10−8

E+ (3242)l 9738.15 82 9740.70 9721.82 9740.12 9748.99 0.22 × 10−3

E− (3242)u 9738.84 82 d 9723.43 9741.53 9749.79 0.22 × 10−3

E+ (113142)l 10066.00i 82 d 10043.03 d 10064.85i 0.72 × 10−5i

E− (113142)u 10066.00i 82 d 10043.71 d 10064.85i 0.72 × 10−5i

E+ (1132)l 10110.86 82 10111.60s 10106.42 10111.06 10143.15i 0.50 × 10−5i

E− (1132)u 10111.31 82 10112.40s 10107.31 10111.55 10143.15i 0.50 × 10−5i

A− (33)l 10232.52e 82 10233.20s 10237.50 10231.54e 10271.05i 0.86 × 10−6i

A+ (33)u 10234.73f 82 10236.70s 10238.50 10231.71f 10271.05i 0.86 × 10−6i

Ej h 12628.20i 82 d d d d d

E+ (1331,1)l 12675.5i 82 d d d d d

E− (1331,1)u 12675.5i 82 d d d d d

A+ (15)l 15447.38 82 d d 15442.47e d d

E− (1431,1)l 15448.70 82 d d 15442.80 d d

A− (15)u 15450.82 82 d d 15445.42f d d
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deviates by about 20 cm−1 from the experimental values.
The vibrational term values obtained from an evaluation of the
global PES developed in ref 33 show significantly larger
deviations.80 Also, the harmonic wavenumbers reported on the
recently published representations of the X̃ and Ã states of
ammonia32 deviate significantly from experimental estimates.
Regarding vibrational spectroscopy, the probably best

currently available PES of ammonia are the NH3-Y2010 PES17

and the HSL-2 PES.16,43 These representations are experimen-
tally refined polynomial expressions, which reproduce selected
experimental ro-vibrational term values for J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8
to within better than 0.2 cm−1 (0.02 cm−1 in ref 43). The NH3-
Y2010 PES reproduces the positions of vibrational band centers
above 6500 cm−1 slightly better than theHSL-2 PES. Some of the
data reported in ref 43 were used in ref 81 for new determinations
and assignments of band centers in the region between 6300 and
7000 cm−1, which were previously reported in ref 82. In Table 6,
these new values have been taken into account.
Absolute integrated absorption cross-sections agree well with

available experimental data. We also evaluated transition dipole
moments using a previously developed dipole moment operator
for ammonia,55 but the agreement is slightly less good (logarithmic
root-mean-square deviation Δlog

2 = 1.03 for the data in Table 6a,
instead of 0.15 obtained for the dipolemoment surface from ref 40).
We note here that, following ref 83, the 11 and =42, 0 levels are
strongly coupled by a Fermi resonance, but the authors of that article
do not give band centers for these transitions. In the current table,
we adopt experimental term values as given in ref 84.
Experimental information on some higher lying overtones and

combination bands between4400 and5000 cm−1 are stillmissing.We
give, in column “this work”, both the expected line position and
intensity from the present calculation, the former of which should be
accurate to within ±10 to 20 cm−1. Some of the lower combination
bandshavenot yet been assignedexperimentally, although the expected
absorption cross-sections indicate that they should be observable.
Table 6b summarizes spectroscopic data for NH3 between

5000 and 8250 cm−1. Known data are sparser in this wavenumber
range, as marked by footnote d in the table. Empty pairs of
parentheses indicate levels where a clear attribution of the most
important overtone or combination band contributing to that
level is not possible. When compared to the range below

5000 cm−1, the root-mean-square deviation for the YZLJT PES is
smaller by a factor of 2, while that for the RMH PES increases by
a factor of 4 (“fit I” PES from ref 14); for the PES from the
present work, it has the same size. It is interesting to note that band
centers from the purely ab initio YZLJT PES exhibit similar
deviations, on average, as the HSL-2 PES, in this energy range. The
LCHPEShas a limited range of calculated vibrational levels and is not
considered further. This table shows the adequacy of AMMPOT4 to
reproduce vibrational term values up to 8000 cm−1 in a quite
satisfactoryway.Wenote that, here too, some levels have not yet been
observed or assigned experimentally, although the expected intensity
should allow for their observation. No experimental value is reported
for absolute absorption cross-sections in this wavenumber range.
Relative band strengths agree with approximative estimations from
ref 82. We note that theoretical term values obtained with the PES
“surface I” from ref 14 agree better with experimental values in this
region. However, that PES yields values in the lower part of the spec-
trum that agree rather poorly with experimental values. In the spirit of
discussing global representations of potential energy surfaces, we find
it justified to compare here values resulting from the same PES.
The 1.5 μm region hosts states of the polyadN = 2. The polyad

quantum number N defines the subset of normal mode product
states involving vs quanta of stretching and vb quanta of bending
modes, such that vs + vb/2 = N. In NH3 or ND3, the following
combinations fall in the polyad N = 2:44, 1142, 3142, 12, 32 (of A1
type in C3v), 3

142 (A2), and 4
4 (2×), 1142, 3142 (2×), 1131, 32 (E).

Other combinations such as 122241 might also fall in this spectral
range. Table 6b reports only a subset of these states, and in the
experimental work cited there, transitions were sometimes assigned
to normal mode product states after analysis of rotational sublevels.
The observation of the band leading to the term at 6606 cm−1 is

only marginally documented in ref 82. We find that, indeed, the
absorption cross-section for this band should be very small. Yet, it is
uncertain whether this term can be assigned to the 11 or any other A1
type combination from the above list. In ref 43, this level is about 75%
11; in ref 17, it is assigned as 1142,0. With AMMPOT4, the close lying
E-type level turns out to be lower than the A-type level, which is an
inaccuracy of this analytical representation.
TheE-type level at 6608 cm−1may be assigned to the 1131,1 normal

mode combination from a detailed analysis of ro-vibrational lines. In
ref 85, there is experimental evidence that this level has an almost pure

Table 6. continued

(c)

theory

experiment ν̃/(cm−1) this work (AMMPOT4)

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref HSL-036 YZLJT38 n RMH14 ν̃/(cm−1) Gc/(pm2)

E+ (1431,1)u 15451.19 82 d d 15446.29 d d

Δν̃rmsl/cm−1 3.00 13.86 4.40 24.90
aSymmetry according to wave functions determined in this work; labels are defined in Table 3 (see section 2.5); 1 and 2 subscripts are given in Table 6a, but
omitted later. bLevel assignments from the analysis of wave functions determined in this work, where available; all else from ref 37; assignments
indicate the most important normal mode product state; when such a clear attribution is not possible, i.e., due to a very strong mixing of modes in the wave
function, no attribution is given (see also text). cG gives transition starting either from 0l (A+) (E+, A− ← A+) or from 0u (A−) (E−, A+ ← A−). Wave
functions based on AMMPOT4 dipole moment surfaces from refs 40 (Tables 6a,b) and 55 (Table 6c). dNot measured or not calculated. eA+ or E+

symmetry in the original article. fA− or E− symmetry in the original article. gΔlog
2 = (1/(ndat))Σi = 1

ndat (log10[(Gi
th)/(Gi

exp)])2. hLower or upper
component not resolved. iTunneling components not resolved. jSymmetry species not resolved. kThe sum of the ( = 04 ) A+ ← A− and ( = 24 )
E+ ← A+ band absorption cross-sections is reported in ref 83 to be 0.35 × 10−2 pm2. lΔν̃rms is the root-mean-square deviation between experimental and
theoretical wavenumbers within the same page in the table. mThese 13 bands were used for a quick evaluation of vibrational transitions with the
MULTIMODE program in a preliminary adjustment step (see text). nData from a new calculation of vibrational term values using the CBS**4 ab
initio potential energy surface from ref 38 (see text). oStrongly mixed state with major component 12 or 32,0. pStrongly mixed state with major
component 32,2 or 1131. qStrongly mixed state with major component 1241 or 3241. rIn ref 87, the values 6676.30 and 6676.81 cm−1 are reported.
sIn ref 43, the values 10114.44 and 10115.22 cm−1 as well as 10234.31 and 10236.56 cm−1 are reported, respectively, for the 1132 and 33 levels.
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Table 7. Experimental and Calculated Wavenumbers νñ (cm
−1) for NH2D

experiment theory

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref RMH14 YZLJT38d AMMPOT4

A+ (0)l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

A− (0)u 0.406 103 0.40 0.41 0.38

A+ (21)l 876.37 103 876.37 877.04 875.68

A− (21)u 896.56 103 896.56 897.59 894.70

B+ (4b
1)l 1389.91 89, 108 1389.78 1389.83 1392.16

B− (4b
1)u 1390.50 89, 108 1390.36 1390.44 1392.62

A+ (22)l c 1510.74 1510.16 1514.52

A− (4a
1)l 1591.00 89, 108 1590.72 1590.82 1590.76

A+ (4a
1)u 1605.64 89, 108 1605.62 1605.35 1607.25

A− (22)u c 1736.68 1738.01 1734.85

A+ (23)l c 2180.92 2181.40 2179.03

B+ (214b
1)l c c 2244.02 2264.15

B− (214b
1)u c c 2272.49 2286.72

A− (214a
1)l c c 2467.64 2483.93

A+ (214a
1)u c c 2474.68 2485.42

A− (11)l 2505.90 89 2504.64 2510.84 2507.18

A+ (11)u 2506.51 89 2505.50 2511.34 2507.33

A− (23)u c 2642.93 2645.14 2639.60

A+ (4b
2)l c c 2769.35 2776.31

A− (4b
2)u c c 2770.36 2777.01

B+ (214b
1)l c c 2851.18 2894.86

B− (4a
14b

1)l c c 2971.43 2978.53

B+ (4a
14b

1)u c c 2981.81 2987.12

A+ (24)l c c 3044.63 3066.18

B− (214b
1)u c c 3107.37 3125.11

A+ (4a
2)l c c 3152.45 3149.59

A− (4a
2)u c c 3159.77 3163.61

A+ (214a
1)l c c 3191.30 3214.17

A− (214a
1)u c c 3328.68 3347.42

A+ (3a
1)l 3365.24 89 3359.68 3370.91 3361.19

A− (3a
1)u 3367.59 89 3363.30 3373.02 3365.24

A+ (1121)l c c 3417.55 3406.08

A− (1121)u c c 3429.00 3417.86

B+ (3b
1)l 3438.86 89 3439.13 3442.09 3442.41

B− (3b
1)u 3439.03 89 3439.30 3442.28 3442.67

A− (24)u c c 3671.01 3656.48

A+ (25)l c c 4226.71 4213.01

A− (25)u c c 4820.35 4790.09

Δν̃rms/cm
−1 2.00 3.19 2.26

aSymmetry in the Ms4 molecular symmetry group according to wave functions determined in this work; symmetry labels correlate to labels of the
isomorphic C2v group as follows:

In this table, B2 is the symmetric representation upon reflection at the molecular plane at planar configurations. bLevel assignments from the analysis
of wave functions determined in this work; the spectroscopic notation of vibrational modes follows the proposition made in ref 88 if modes
are classified following the C2v point group (at planar configuration), the present mode notation correlates with the notation recommended in refs 77
and 78 as follows:

Assignments indicate the most important normal mode product overtone or combination level contributing to the vibrational level. cNot measured
or not calculated. dData from a new calculation of vibrational term values using the CBS**4 ab initio potential energy surface from ref 38 (see text).
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vibrational angular momentum l = 1. However, this value is also
compatible with the 3142,0 combination, or some combination
involving the inversion mode, like 32,02241,1.
A similar result is obtained for the E-type level at 6795 cm−1,

whichmay be assigned to the 32,0 normalmode overtone.86However,
criteria based on l-doubling may also lead to the assignment 12 or
1242,0. We find that all states in this region show rather strong mixing
ofmany normalmode overtone or combination levels, while in ref 43

this level is assigned as 32,0, in agreement with ref 86. From our
calculations we obtain many close lying levels in this region, but only
those reported in Table 6b have large transition cross-sections. In
agreement with experiment, and the HSL-2 PES, we find that the
wave function assigned to the term value at 6795.96 cm−1 is
symmetric with respect to inversion, while the YZLJT PES yields a
symmetric lower component for this doublet. We should note that
in ref 17 this level was excluded from the fit.

Table 8. Experimental and Calculated Wavenumbers νñ (cm
−1) for NHD2

experiment theory

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref RMH14 YZLJT38 f AMMPOT4

A+ (0)l 0.00 104 0.00 0.00 0.00
A− (0)u 0.171 104 0.17 0.176 0.16
A+ (21)l 810.23 104 810.22 811.01 808.81
A− (21)u 819.56 104 819.58 820.54 817.52
A+ (4a

1)l 1233.37 88, 108 1233.11 1233.49 1234.29
A− (4a

1)u 1235.89 88, 108 1235.65 1236.06 1236.71
A+ (22)l c 1445.05 1444.66 1449.68
B+ (4b

1)l 1461.79 88, 108 1461.57 1461.86 1461.48
B− (4b

1)u 1461.99 88, 108 1461.78 1462.09 1461.65
A− (22)u c 1576.49 1577.98 1575.11
A+ (23)l c 1952.23 1952.02 1956.48
A− (214a

1)l c c 2035.56 2044.85
A+ (214a

1)u c c 2071.20 2080.45
B+ (214b

1)l c c 2266.78 2280.21
B− (214b

1)u c c 2278.84 2289.13
A− (23)u c 2362.50 2364.88 2360.67
A+ (3a

1)l 2430.80 88 2430.11 2433.32 2435.43
A− (3a

1)u 2434.62 88 2434.07 2437.78 2437.09
A+ (4a

2)l c c 2482.53 2480.59
A− (4a

2)u c c 2486.76 2484.17
B+ (3b

1)l 2559.81 88 2557.99 2563.59 2564.11
B− (3b

1)u 2559.96 88 2558.14 2563.77 2564.22
A+ (224a

1)l c c 2620.25 2648.12
B+ (4a

14b
1)l c c 2691.66 2692.31

B− (4a
14b

1)u c c 2695.12 2695.28
A− (224a

1)u c c 2793.17 2807.87
A+ (24)l c c 2811.40 2813.14
A+ (4b

2)l c c 2885.31 2910.05
A− (4b

2)u c c 2906.78 2910.33
B+ (224b

1)l c c 2907.26 2928.78
B− (224b

1)u c c 3036.06 3057.17
A− (24)u c c 3260.01 3253.86
A− (11)l 3404.24d 88 3407.10d 3408.70d 3406.27
A+ (11)u 3404.32e 88 3407.35e 3408.84e 3406.33
A+ (25)l c c 3725.03 3718.95
A− (25)u c c 4217.94 4211.34

Δν̃rms/cm−1 1.39 2.59 2.48
aSymmetry in the Ms4 molecular symmetry group according to wave functions determined in this work; symmetry labels correlate to labels of the
isomorphic C2v group as in the caption to Table 7. bLevel assignments from the analysis of wave functions determined in this work; spectroscopic
notation as described in Table 7; if modes are classified following the C2v point group (at planar configuration), the present mode notation correlates
with the notation recommended in refs 77 and 78 as follows:

Assignments indicate the most important normal mode overtone or combination level contributing to the vibrational level. cNot measured or not
calculated. dA+ symmetry in the original article. eA− symmetry in the original article. fData from a new calculation of vibrational term values using the
CBS**4 ab initio potential energy surface from ref 38 (see text).
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For the level at 6680 cm−1, the experimentally determined
ordering of “+” and “−” agrees with results from all PES, with the
exception of AMMPOT4. We have checked that all calculated
vibrational terms are numerically converged to within 0.1 cm−1

(tunneling splittings to at least 0.01 cm−1). Remaining
differences between values given under columns YZLJT and
AMMPOT4, in particular in the “+” and “−” assignment of levels,
originate thus from subtle differences between the underlying
representations of the PES. In ref 87, the values 6676.30 and

6676.81 cm−1 were determined for this doublet, where it was
concluded that analysis of l-doubling is insufficient to give a
definite vibrational assignment to this level, too. The value
reported in Table 6 is from a revised experimental determination
of this level,81 where new values are reported also for the level
around 6666 cm−1. We calculate that this level has a strong 3142

component, as in ref 43, and an absorption cross-section that is
only 1/3 of the level at 6680 cm−1. From our calculations, we
estimate that a larger number of vibrational levels should be

Table 9. Experimental and Calculated Wavenumbers νñ (cm
−1) for ND3

experiment theory

syma levelsb ν̃/(cm−1) ref RMH14 YZLJT38 g AMMPOT4

A1
+ (0)l 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

A2
− (0)u 0.053 105 0.05 0.054 0.05

A1
+ (21)l 745.60 105 745.72 746.42 743.47

A2
− (21)u 749.14 105 749.27 750.05 746.76

E+ (41)l 1191.49 105 1190.26 1190.85 1189.76
E− (41)u 1191.56 105 1190.33 1190.93 1189.81
A1
+ (22)l 1359.00 69 1358.62 1358.80 1361.00

A2
− (22)u 1429.00 69 1429.60 1431.16 1427.51

A1
+ (23)l 1830.00 69 1826.78 1826.46 1829.08

E+ (2141)l c 1930.52 1930.29 1939.94
E− (2141)u c 1634.96d 1934.98 1943.34
A2
− (23)u 2106.60 69 2106.56 2108.80 2102.91

A1
+ (42,0)l 2359.00i 69 c 2355.74 2355.63

A2
− (42,0)u 2359.00i 69 c 2356.09 2355.70

E+ (42,2)l c c 2375.34 2376.61
E− (42,2)u c c 2375.45 2376.69
A1
+ (11)l 2420.11 106 2418.58 2425.28 2415.75

A2
− (11)u 2420.65 106 2419.12 2425.91 2416.14

A1
+ (24)l 2482.00 107 2480.58 2483.46 2475.33

E+ (2241)l c c 2525.92 2559.12
E− (31)l 2563.91e 106 2561.96e 2567.89 2563.95
E+ (31)u 2563.93f 106 2561.98f 2567.92 2564.39
E− (2241)u c c 2611.29 2628.54
A2
− (24)u 2876.00 107 2869.96 2874.88 2863.60

E+ (2341)l c c 2996.51 3030.01
A1
+ (1121)l 3093.01 69 3092.04 3090.36 3103.53

A2
− (1121)u 3099.46 69 3097.84 3096.73 3107.30

E+ (2142,2)l c c 3107.29 3128.88
E− (2142,2)u c c 3113.33 3132.14
A1
+ (2142,0)l 3171.89 84 3167.61 3178.20 3159.67

A2
− (2142,0)u 3175.87 84 3171.96 3182.29 3163.48

A1
+ (25)l c c 3297.82 3282.55

E− (2341)u c c 3292.78 3308.93
E+ (2131)l 3327.94 69 3327.80 3332.94 3321.57
E− (2131)u 3329.56 69 3329.44 3334.64 3323.62
E+ (3141)l c 3742.11 3748.34 3741.06
E− (3141)u c 3742.14 3748.42 3741.73
E+ (1131)lj 4887.29 69 4887.57 4892.53 4885.97
E− (1131)uj 4887.67 69 4888.01 4893.35 4886.04
E− (3142)lj 4938.44i 69 4939.21e 4942.94 4921.28
E+ (3142)uj 4938.44i 69 4939.39f 4942.97 4921.59
E+ (32,2)lj 5100.66i 69 5096.24f 5107.21 5105.27
E− (32,2)uj 5100.66i 69 5096.26e 5107.31 5105.32

Δν̃rms 2.30 4.01 7.13
aSymmetry according to wave functions determined in this work (see also caption to Table 6). bLevel assignments from the analysis of wave
functions determined in this work (see also caption to Table 6). cNot measured or not calculated. dPossibly a misprint in the original article. eA+

or E+ symmetry in the original article. fA− or E− symmetry in the original article. gData from a new calculation of vibrational term values using
the CBS**4 ab initio potential energy surface from ref 38 (see text). iTunneling components not resolved. jStrongly mixed state in the polyad
N = 2.
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experimentally accessible in the 1.5 μm region than what is
known today. We do not report all results here, and additional
information is available upon request. We just mention the
perpendicular band leading to the level at around 7650 cm−1,
which should be as strong as the parallel band leading to the 32,0

level.
The experimentally established term value 8200 cm−1 falls into

the region of polyad N = 5/2, which involves at least the
following normal mode product states: 3241 (A1), 3

241 (A2), and
3241 (2×) (E). We obtain strong transitions for three levels,
which we report in Table 6b and in which no normal mode
combination dominates. We note that, according to our results,
the reported experimental value should have an absorption cross-
section that is a factor 10 smaller than the strongest transition
reported for this region.
Table 6c summarizes spectroscopic data for NH3 above

8250 cm−1. Known experimental data are even sparser in this
region, which involves the polyads N = 3, starting at 9500 cm−1,
polyad N = 4, at around 12 000 cm−1, and polyad N = 5, starting
at around 15 000 cm−1. A large manifold of states is likely to be
observed in absorption and, quite surprisingly, only a couple of
bands are reported within each polyad. Because of a multitude of
possible interacting states and the higher complexity of multi-
dimensional calculations in this energy region, the assignment of
levels to well-defined normal mode product states is highly
uncertain. For instance, in ref 14, “surface I” therein, the assign-
ments 1144 and 3144 are made for the states around 9650 and
9740 cm−1, respectively, while we find the assignments 1242 and
3242 for the corresponding states. Reported transitions have
rather strong absorption cross-sections ,which were evaluated, in
Table 6c, from the dipole moment surface defined in ref 55.
The deviation of vibrational terms calculated from AMM-

POT4 from known experimental values increases to above
50 cm−1 in the wavenumber range above 10 100 cm−1. The YZLJT
and RMH PES yield vibrational terms that agree remarkably well
with experimental data also in the higher spectroscopic regions.
As discussed above, the variational calculation of vibrational term
values is highly complex and subject to a series of problems that
are not always reported. The values reported for AMMPOT4 are
accurate to within 20 cm−1 in the wavenumber range of Table 6c.
We note also that a good quantitative description of vibrational
terms does not necessarily imply that the PES is qualitatively
good. The discussion carried out in ref 22 has for instance
revealed that the RMH PES starts to deviate from a qualitatively
correct asymptotic behavior for NH bond lengths of about
170 pm (see Figure 2 in ref 22), at a corresponding potential
energy of 20 000 to 25 000 hc cm−1. Because AMMPOT4 is a
global representation of the PES, we think that it will allow for a
better qualitative and quantitative description of molecular
dynamics in the higher energy domain, despite the less pertinent
quality of vibrational terms above 10 000 cm−1.
Tables 7 and 8 summarize theoretical and experimental vibrational

spectroscopic data for NH2D and NHD2
88,89 (see also ref 42). The

agreement of term values obtained from AMMPOT4 with
experimental and other theoretical values is acceptable, in the spirit
of the discussion carried out above. Tunneling splittings are closer to
experimental tunneling splittings than absolute term values. For
instance, in the case ofNHD2, AMMPOT4 yields tunneling splittings
that are significantly closer to experimental data than AMMPOT2,
such as the splitting of the 11 doublet, which is 0.06 cm−1 with
AMMPOT4 (0.08 cm−1 experimentally), whereas it is 3.72 cm−1 with
AMMPOT2. We refrain from giving all data for AMMPOT2 here
(some data were reported in ref 90) and note instead that the large

value obtained with AMMPOT2 for the tunneling splitting of the
ν1-fundamental is at the origin of the fast tunneling motion found in
ref 90, as confirmed in ref 91, where AMMPOT4 has been used. We
should also note that the order of the A+ and A− levels of the NH
stretching fundamental is inverted, in AMMPOT4, when compared
to the experimentally determined values from ref 88, as well as with
the theoretical values from refs 14 and 38.
Table 9 closes the summary and discussion of vibrational

spectroscopic data issued from AMMPOT4. Results fall within
the general trends of the analysis given above. In ref 43, it was
concluded that vibrational term values obtained with the HSL-2
PES for ND3 are less accurate than those for NH3. Data obtained
from the HSL-2 PES are not reproduced here.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, we have derived a new analytical
representation for the lowest adiabatic potential energy surface
(PES) of ammonia: AMMPOT4. The representation accounts
for a global description of this hypersurface, as does the
previously derived representation AMMPOT2;22 the present
representation is improved, with respect to the former one, from
a quantitative point of view since it allows for the reproduction of
the vibrational spectrum with significantly higher accuracy. This
is the first global, full-dimensional representation of the lowest
adiabatic potential energy surface of ammonia that is adequate
for further use in quantum or classical dynamical calculations and
that also approaches criteria of spectroscopic accuracy.
Our work presents also an overview and discussion of state-of-

the-art results on ammonia vibrational spectroscopy, including band
positions for all hydrogen and deuterated isotopomers and
absorption cross-sections. All results are presented in a series of
comparative tables with recent experimental and theoretical results
based on: a PES representation obtained from a pure CCSD(T)/
CBS** ab initio data set and fitted to a fourth order semiglobal local
Taylor expansion;38 the refinement procedure and comparative
work of refs 36, 41, and 43; and the quartic order, local analytical
representation derived from a tailored selection of ab initio point
grids at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ level.14 One conclusion from
the review of presently available experimental data from high-
resolution spectroscopy of ammonia is that, starting from the 1.5μm
region, further work is necessary in order to unravel the complicated
structure of the vibrational spectra in the infrared to visible range.
There are strong transitions falling in this region that have not yet
been reported from experiment, to our knowledge.
For a more detailed description of the analytical form used in

the present work as well as for details on the generic analytical
form of PES representations of XYnmolecules, see refs 5, 7, 8, 22,
and 92. AMMPOT4 has been obtained following a set of steps
and techniques that we summarize as follows.
(1) The choice of appropriate ab initio data; the ab initio data

are calculated using two different approaches, CCSD(T) and
MRCI(SD). The CCSD(T) energies have been computed using
CBS extrapolation to the complete basis set limit and have been
used earlier37,38 to cover the energy region fromNH3 equilibrium
up to 20 000 hc cm −1. This data set is optimal for describing the
PES at geometries close to equilibrium. TheMRCI(SD)/aug-cc-
pVQZ energies are expected to give a good description of the
PES in the asymptotic limits of NH bond dissociation.
(2) A new merging procedure; both data sets were connected

to each other using a simple merging procedure, which involves an
experimental estimate of the energy required for one NH bond
dissociation (De

(exp) ≈ 41 051 hc cm−1). In this procedure, no exact
data matching is required, which is quite different from other
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strategies.25 The characteristic properties of compact analytical
representations, such as robustness and f lexibility, are found to be of
fundamental importance in order to obtain a smoothly adjusted
analytical representation when a merging procedure of multiple ab
initio data sets is involved.
(3) An adjustment procedure based on the Levenberg−

Marquardt algorithm and a detailed multistep application thereof;
the adjustment of the analytical representation to the merged ab
initio data set occurred in different steps and was combined with
further graphical and numerical analysis of intermediate results and
subsequent refinement using experimental data, either by inclusion
of analytical expressions of parameters that model directly or
indirectly observable quantities (for example, a simple bond
dissociation energy) in a modified Levenberg−Marquardt algo-
rithm62 or by manual variation of certain parameters that influence
significantly an experimental outcome, such as transition
frequencies. Adjustment procedures that were refined by inclusion
of experimental data have been used in the past.7,11,38

(4) A compact representation7,92 built from generic functional
forms; only 31 parameters are needed in this work (accounting
for the domain of definition of boundNH3), which is significantly
less than used in other representations (84 in ref 37; 91 in ref 41;
and 812 in ref 14). The analytical representation is fully
symmetric with respect to the permutation of identical atoms.
AMMPOT4 has the following characteristic features.
(1) Saddle point for inversion: the inversion barrier is 1774 hc

cm−1, in good agreement with other accurate results.16,17,36,66,67

(2) AMMPOT4 yields a good description of the dissociation
channel in the higher energy domain where simple bond cleavage
reactions occur. The description is not expected to reach full
spectroscopic accuracy in the high energy domain, but it should
at least be accurate enough to account for all effects pertaining to
the dissociation reaction, eq 1, and the inverse recombination
reaction, eq 12, at total collision energies up to 0.1 eV. The PES
represented by AMMPOT4 is a single-valued representation of
the lowest adiabatic state, but in the collision energy domain
mentioned above, it is comparable to the improved two-sheet
representation obtained in ref 33; AMMPOT4 should yield a
thermochemistry of similar accuracy but should bemore accurate
spectroscopically and thus kinetically more relevant in the given
energy domain.
(3) The lowest, spin-forbidden dissociation channel of eq 3 is

described in a qualitative way; for the moment, we estimate the
barrier for this reaction to be at around 38 500 hc cm−1 above the
NH3 minimum, which is close to the dissociation energy for this
reaction; the reverse recombination reaction, eq 13, is therefore
almost barrierless in our simplified picture; the rate of this reaction is
then entirely determined by the spin−orbit coupling. In order to
improve the representation of the PES from a quantitative point of
view, more work is needed here for definite conclusions, which
include spin−orbit interaction on a dense grid of triplet and singlet
points. We mention that the two-sheet representation both in
refs 31 and 33 does not describe this dissociation channel at all.
(4) The evaluation of AMMPOT4 with a full-dimensional,

variational quantum dynamical method yields vibrational spectro-
scopic line positions for ammonia and its deuterated isotopomers
(fundamentals and overtones up to 10 000 cm−1) that are in
acceptable agreement with experimental values. Agreement is only
slightly inferior to that found in previous work37,38 where an
equivalent ab initio data set was used in the low energy domain up to
about 15 000 hc cm−1. With the exception of a few transitions, the
average difference between theoretical and experimental line
positions is roughly 5 cm−1.

Larger differences occur in the higher energy region above
10 000 hc cm−1, for two reasons. First, in this region MRCI data
start to have an increasing influence on the shape of the PES
representation; the expectedly lower quality of these ab initio
data (compared with CCSD(T)) as well as their lower density
infers on the quality of the analytical representation. However,
the robustness of compact analytical representations like the present
onemight be advantageous in such a case since such representations
need less parameters to be adjusted. Second, analytical
representations that use a large number of parameters are more
flexible and may thus result in a lower root-mean-square (rms)
deviation from experimental data; the representations discussed in
previous work14,16,17,36−38,40,41 are more flexible than the present
one, which essentially explains their lower values of rms deviations in
the fit. Third, quantum methods used to calculate vibrational
eigenstates from a given representation of the PES tend to be less
accurate for high lying vibrational states.
As discussed previously, a good agreement of theorectical and

experimental vibrational spectra can be misleading. For instance,
in ref 14, the highest reported overtone transitions for ammonia
around 15 400 cm−1 are only a few cm−1 away from the
experimental values. The corresponding energy is roughly half
the dissociation energy, yet we know that the analytical
representation in ref 14 cannot describe dissociation correctly.
In summary, the present analytical representation AMMPOT4

of the lowest adiabatic PES of ammonia gives a good account of
vibrational transitions and simultaneously guarantees a qual-
itatively and physically correct description of the first two
dissociation channels. Clearly, further improvement of the
overall description of thermochemical, kinetic, and spectroscopic
properties of ammonia with single adiabatic potential energy
surface is possible. Such an improvement can in principle be
achieved by adding flexibility to the analytical forms, for instance,
by increasing the order of the polynomial expansions used in the
angular forms (see ref 22). This leads, however, to an increase of
the number of fitted parameters. As discussed above, polynomial
forms with quite a large number of parameters are necessary
to represent extended data sets of ab initio energy points with
small rms deviations. As indicated in section 3.2.3, additional ab
initio data are needed to describe the lowest, spin-forbidden
dissociation channel more properly. The adjustment procedure
discussed here includes a series of intermediate steps, where
manual, deliberate adjustments were necessary to improve the
description of experimental data from vibrational spectroscopy.
Ideally, such steps should be replaced by an automatic algorithm
(inverse spectroscopic problem). While successful solutions to
this problem exist for small molecules (see, e.g., ref 18), they are
significantly more difficult to find for tetra- or penta-atomic
molecules. In this sense, the present analytical representation is a
highly promising candidate for a successful solution of the direct
spectrocopic inversion problem in ammonia because of the low
number of adjustable parameters. The empirically refined PES
for methane7 is an example for the strategy to be applied.
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